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Chapter 1 

Choice 

 

The Pathfinder's keen gaze swept through the 

circle of the assembly hall. The IstuKarun1 had 

arrived, outcasts who, weary of the Paths, had 

abandoned their Craftworld. Could any of them 

have dreamed of what really awaited them out 

there, in the longed-for freedom of the vast sea 

of stars? After all, so far, they had survived, and 

they had come back. This made them the best 

among their peers. When ZarAsuryan called, its 

Rangers returned home. 

Several hundred sat on the steeply ascending 

steps of the elliptical hall. The Council of Seers 

used to gather here. Arguably only the First 

Farseer of ZarAsuryan, AthIdainn2 Eathalvaén, 

had the authority — and the impertinence — to 

claim this venerable place for a gathering of the 

Outcasts. 

 
1 IstuKarun = Silent Hunters 
2 AthIdainn = High Farseer (Title) 
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Firondhir leaned back and tried to make out 

the sweeping dome of the ceiling high above 

him in the dim darkness. Like the filigree 

branches of a tree, winding wraithbone struts 

stood out. Between the branches, light filtered 

through semi-transparent crystal sheets in every 

imaginable shade of blue. The sight filled him 

with due reverence, but even more with 

admiration for the artistry of this building. 

Very few of the other Rangers seemed to 

perceive their surroundings in the same way. 

Firondhir couldn't blame them. Every Aeldari 

had an innate sense for the beauty of things. But 

when the Outcasts returned home from their 

often long and lonely journeys, their eyes were 

on other things. Some chatted or greeted 

companions they hadn't seen for a long time. 

Certainly, some also bragged about their 

adventures. But no story, no matter how 

imaginatively embellished, could come close to 

the dangers that a wanderer actually 

encountered on the Path of the Outcast. 

Firondhir and Illurayon had probably 

experienced more than all the young Aeldari 
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here combined. But the journey that now lay 

ahead of them was to exceed everything that 

had gone before. However, that's all Firondhir 

knew. The AthIdainn had made nothing more 

than vague hints when he had invited them to 

join him. The future of the Craftworld 

ZarAsuryan would take a new turn, for better 

or for worse. That would depend on them now. 

But wasn't it always like that when the 

Farseers called the Rangers home and 

summoned the Council of War? However, 

Autarchs and Exarchs were not present here 

and now. Nor was there any lingering tension 

that permeated the consciousness of a 

Craftworld when the avatar of Kaela Mensha 

Khaine3 was about to awaken. War was not 

imminent. Not for the people of ZarAsuryan, 

not for the Aspect Warriors of the Shrines of the 

Asurya. The IstuKarun had a task ahead of 

them: a secret search, a silent hunt. 

Illurayon was the more prescient of the two, 

and more than that. Ever since they had known 

 
3 Aeldari God of War 
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each other, he had always taken on something 

of a leadership role. That's probably why it was 

he whom the AthIdainn had invited to a 

personal conversation. But his friend had never 

hidden anything from him. Firondhir saw no 

reason to worry about the measures. 

 

Eathalvaén wandered the winding paths of the 

sprawling gardens in the Seers' Dome. The 

regular light changes in the biodomes of the 

Craftworld had just passed the halfway point of 

the dark phase. On a planet, this time would 

probably have been called midnight. The 

absence of daylight allowed a view of the stars, 

whose gleaming white peaks of light penetrated 

the wafer-thin, clear crystal skin of the dome. In 

the deep blue twilight, numerous night flowers 

had opened their large, golden, Gemand 

crimson calyxes and exuded a heavy, pleasant 

fragrance. Nocturnal moths, velvety purple and 

as large as songbirds, fluttered from one flower 

to another. Crickets chirped softly at their night 

concert. 
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Somewhere beyond this painting of the 

senses, a spherical sound could be heard to the 

sensitive mind, a silent, rising and falling 

melody like the sound of the sea. A sea of stars 

that separated and connected the far-flung 

islands of the Aeldari people. Nights in the 

gardens of a Craftworld had their own magic. 

Beside the Farseer walked in silence a figure, 

tall even for an Aeldari, and wrapped in a long 

black cloak. His movements were so deliberate 

and controlled that he was only noticed at 

second glance in the darkness. 

"Do you hear the sound of the sea?" asked 

Eathalvaén. 

"It's just the gentle waves that lap our coasts", 

replied the wanderer. "The wild sea is 

elsewhere, and may its waves never break 

against our walls. I haven't gone this far in a 

long time." 

"The Sea of Stars will not be your path and 

your destination this time, Illurayon." 
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"You know, Eathalvaén, whatever path you 

ask me to take, I will take it." 

"This time I dare not ask you. Neither 

Firondhir. None of you. I will reveal to you 

what the runes have revealed to me, and then 

each one may decide for himself whether he is 

willing to go to that place where no being enters 

without having been dragged there by its 

inhabitants." 

Illurayon was silent for a moment. This 

enigmatic way of speaking sometimes 

characterized Farseers, may it be that they 

themselves had not been able to elicit clearer 

concepts from the runes, or because they did 

not dare to say what they had seen. 

But Illurayon had known the First Farseer of 

ZarAsuryan for half his life. Eathalvaén was 

used to speak frankly, more frankly than the 

Counsel of Seers sometimes liked. If he used 

such phrases, it was not because he himself 

feared what he did not want to call by its name. 

He feared for the one to whom he spoke. A 

slight feeling of trepidation crept over the 
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Pathfinder, for he knew well how to interpret 

the dark speech. 

"Eathalvaén, do not talk to me in riddles, 

especially since I have already guessed part of it 

anyway." 

The Farseer smiled. 

"Little escapes your gift, Illurayon. That is 

why it is even harder for me to send you out, 

because it is the main reason you are the only 

one who can make this mission a success." 

"What I know and what I am capable of, you 

have taught me, ArdIdainn4. You send us to the 

realm of the Drukhari, to Commorragh." 

The Farseer paused in his steps, turned to the 

Pathfinder, and looked at him. Illurayon 

recoiled at the sight in his green-grey eyes. Nine 

millennia, which otherwise AthIdainn didn’t 

look, lay on his face. Out of his gaze alone, 

without Eathalvaén having to say a word, 

 
4 ArdIdainn = Master Farseer (Personal salutation by a student) 
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Illurayon knew what was weighing on his 

mind: 

"You will not return from there." 

Illurayon's insides tightened. The life of a 

Pathfinder was never safe. He had chosen this 

the moment he had left the Path of the Aeldari. 

But death was a risk that could be avoided with 

skill and caution. And Firondhir and him, 

they've been very good at it – so far. 

Eathalvaén raised his gaze to the stars. How 

many times in the past centuries had he 

delivered this message to the Young King. 

Rarely, compared to other Craftworlds, and yet 

far too often. But Illurayon was not an Exarch 

who lived to abandon himself in the service of 

the God of War. He had opted for the freedom 

of the Sea of Stars. Blessed with extraordinary 

psychic gifts, but only a few steps away from 

being lost in eternal damnation, Eathalvaén had 

taken care of him. He hadn't been able to keep 

him on the Path of the Seer either, but he had 

taught him to keep his gift under control. For 

what? 
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"You said you would not ask me," he heard 

the Pathfinder say. His voice, as if coming from 

the other side of the universe, was composed, 

but the fear in it could not be concealed. "But 

there must be a reason why of all you 

approached me." 

Eathalvaén looked at him again. 

"Without you, the journey will go wrong. No 

vision I ever have had has been clearer, no 

matter what strings of fate I have followed." 

Illurayon took a deep breath. 

"You do not want to ask me. But I do not 

have a choice, anyway." 

"You can go away," the Farseer replied. "As 

the IstuKarun always do." 

"And never return. Because there will be 

nothing to return to. To wander the stars for an 

eternity without a home to find peace in time. 

ArdIdainn, I know that nothing matters more to 

you than the continued existence of 

ZarAsuryan." 
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Eathalvaén looked to the side for a split 

second. 

"You are wrong about one thing." 

For a while the two walked on in silence, 

until finally the huge dome of the Hall of Seers, 

shimmering blue, rose up against the starry sky. 

Before they entered, Eathalvaén stopped once 

more. 

"You are afraid, Illurayon. Of the decision, 

and of the consequences it will entail, no matter 

what you decide to do." 

"There is truly no way to turn fate on a 

different course?" 

Eathalvaén laughed softly. 

"I admit, even I am not omniscient and 

infallible. And if even the slightest hope 

appears, seize it, and hold fast to it. Maybe you 

will find a way I missed. But I beg you: When 

you pass through the gates of the Great Hall, 

have your decision made." 
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Firondhir looked up. A tall, narrow arch filled 

with white light opened up as the vine-

decorated doors of the Great Hall slowly slid 

apart. Two dark figures emerged from the 

brightness. 

Illurayon entered, followed by the First 

Farseer of ZarAsuryan. A strange feeling crept 

over Firondhir at the sight of his friend, he 

couldn't put his finger on it. There was 

something oppressive about him, about his 

movements, even if his face was as calm and 

collected as ever. He hardly noticed how it was 

getting quieter around him every moment, and 

more and more pairs of eyes were directed 

intently at those who entered. 

Silently, Illurayon scurried through the dim 

darkness to the circle and sat down beside 

Firondhir. He looked at him expectantly, but 

Illurayon motioned for him not to speak and 

pointed in the direction of the Farseer. 

Eathalvaén strode across the hall, tall and 

erect. His slender left hand clasped his seer 

staff, resting, powerful in spite of his advanced 
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age, as if he were holding a weapon rather than 

a support. He stopped in the golden beam of 

light in the middle of the hall. The midnight 

blue seer cloak fell in heavy, velvety folds from 

his shoulders to the mosaic floor. Silver runes 

gleamed on the morning sky-blue lapels. His 

silver-grey hair falling long and open down his 

back, his fine, even features full of calm 

seriousness, he let his gaze wander around the 

circle. 

"IstuKarun," he began to speak. His bright, 

melodic voice, though not overly loud, filled the 

entire hall. "Arrived, returned home, followed 

the call from the farthest reaches of the sea of 

stars. It was not without reason that I let you 

come here." 

He could feel the undivided attention of all 

his listeners: curiosity, adventure, excitement, 

even worry and uncertainty with some, all 

imaginable colours of feelings of expectation. 

But a dark speck of ominous certainty clouded 

the picture like the emptiness of a black star. He 

was silent for a moment, trying to shut his mind 
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off from these sensations before he could 

continue. 

"Many times, you have done your part to 

deter threats from ZarAsuryan. How many 

times have you deliberately put yourselves in 

the greatest danger to avert a dark fate of 

ZarAsuryan?" 

Even if Eathalvaén could hardly see it in the 

semi-darkness of the hall, he felt that there was 

not a single face that was not of the deepest 

earnestness, not a soul that was not filled with 

the highest determination. 

"With nothing less, I approach you at this 

hour. But I cannot and will not oblige any of 

you to this task." 

Astonished silence ensued. Usually, the 

Farseers predetermined those who were sent 

out on a mission. Mysteriously, they knew who 

it took for the venture to succeed. Firondhir 

gave Illurayon a questioning look. But his 

friend had only lowered his eyes and was 

staring into the darkness. 
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Illurayon had already made up his mind 

when Eathalvaén had submitted the assignment 

to him. How could he have refused his help to 

his master, whatever the price it demanded of 

him? He didn't worry about himself. He was 

worried about his friend. Just as the AthIdainn 

had guided him on the Path of the Seers, so he 

had long ago saved the inexperienced 

Pathfinder from being completely lost in the 

Path of the Outcasts. Since then, they have been 

inseparable. Firondhir would not leave his side, 

no matter what happened to them. But 

Illurayon could not and would not allow him to 

share the fate that awaited him. 

"Nothing less," the Farseer continued, "but 

much more. You have sought out the farthest 

places and darkest corners of the galaxy. Chem-

Pan-Sey5 and Orkead6, illMureead7 and 

Necrons, you have defied even the servants of 

the Great Enemy. But this time, the path leads 

to where the place and its inhabitants are 

 
5 Humans 
6 Orks 
7 Tyranids 
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equally dangerous in a variety of ways. It does 

not lead out into the vastness of the galaxy, but 

deep into the intricate labyrinths of 

SercamBelach8." 

A murmur went through the ranks. The first 

of the Rangers and Pathfinders began to 

understand what the Farseer was talking about. 

Eathalvaén nodded slowly, letting his gaze 

wander over the group once more. 

"The Dark City shall be your destination. 

And we all know that those who live there, 

although of our people, could not be more alien 

to us. What they can do to a living being of any 

kind is inconceivable to us. And while I know 

that each of you would be willing to endure 

even the most severe trials, I also know that this 

is not the true danger of the Dark City. Worse 

than death is the eternal damnation that 

threatens our souls there, and to which the 

weakness of our nature is only too eager to 

 
8 The Webway 
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surrender. We know, the one who gets lost 

there, will never find the way back." 

Throughout the hall, all speech had ceased. 

An oppressive silence filled the dome. The dim 

twilight contracted into black, heavy darkness. 

"Therefore, I cannot and will not appoint any 

of you to undertake this journey. The runes 

have made the decision: five IstuKarun will go 

to the Dark City of their own free will. None 

anymore. None less." 

There was a long pause, as if everyone 

expected one or the other to say something, to 

make a start. 

"I am already destined to go," a voice from 

the dark was heard. One of the Pathfinders had 

risen to from his seat and was looking around. 

Firondhir was startled and looked up at 

Illurayon. Slowly, his friend walked down the 

steps and came to stand beside the Farseers in 

the cone of light. He had his hood back. The 

shock of almost white hair, that ran lengthwise 

over the middle of the head in a traditional 
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hairstyle and was tied in a high braid, 

shimmered in the white-gold light. His grave 

features seemed even sharper, his dark blue 

eyes even deeper than usual. 

"Who is going with me?" he said to those 

present. 

Before he knew what was happening to him, 

Firondhir had jumped to his feet. For a long 

moment he stood on the steps, undecided what 

he had wanted to do. Then he realized that he 

had made a decision that something inside him 

could not take back. Not before the AthIdainn, 

not before the assembled IstuKarun, and not 

before Illurayon. He could not let his friend, to 

whom he owed his life, embark on this journey 

alone. Not after everything they had 

experienced and survived since then, after 

everything that connected them. With heavy 

steps he also descended and stood beside 

Illurayon. 

Illurayon sighed barely audibly. As he had 

expected. The mere wish that Firondhir would 

let him go alone for this only time would have 
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been illusory. He could clearly feel his friend's 

discomfort. And at the same time his 

determination and trust. For all the gloomy 

foreshadowing with which he had to embark on 

this journey, Firondhir's loyalty was a spark of 

confidence to him. 

The beginning was made. A few moments 

later, the next Ranger rose, then another, and 

two more. 

Somewhere in the back rows, a young man, 

almost more of a boy, with a narrow, pale face 

and almost transparent eyes, stood up and 

prepared to descend the steps. The person 

sitting next to him grabbed him by his arm. 

"Ydrir, what are you doing? This is not a task 

for us!" he whispered vigorously. 

The addressee turned to him and looked at 

him as if he were looking through him. 

"I have to go too," he said in a tone as if this 

were the most natural thing in the world. 
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"Don't talk nonsense. This is a task for 

Pathfinders who are far more experienced than 

we are." 

"It is better you stay. But I am going," Ydrir 

replied, breaking free and descending the steps. 

"Like I am leaving you alone," the other 

hissed, following him. 

In the end, a good dozen men and women 

stood in the circle of the hall. 

"Thank you all," Eathalvaén said to the 

group. "None of those who are not standing 

here need be ashamed. Only those who are 

willing to take a risk can hope for success. If 

you are not, you will serve the company all the 

more if you do not participate." 

Then he turned to the volunteers. 

"Five, no more, no less. Fate has already 

decided two of them." He looked at Illurayon 

and Firondhir, and Firondhir heard the words 

with unease. "The other three will now have to 

be decided by the lot of the runes." 
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The Farseer opened a white velvet pouch on 

his belt and reached into it. When he opened his 

hand, three delicately branched wraithbone 

runes rose from it like fireflies. Emitting golden-

yellow light, they circled over the group, 

eventually stopping one by one, each hovering 

over one of the IstuKarun. 

"The choice has been made." 

"No!" interrupted one of the Rangers. 

Surprised, partly indignant murmurs spread 

through the hall. 

Eathalvaén remained calm and looked at the 

speaker. It was a young man with hazel eyes 

and hair that he had tied up in a ponytail. Close 

beside him stood a second, somewhat thinner 

and more delicate in figure, but with the same 

features, the chin-long brown hair in a youthful 

hair style, with only the upper hair tied at the 

back of his head. One of the runes hovered 

above him. 

"Say your name," the Farseer demanded. 
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"Ydril, AreIdainn9," replied the Ranger. And 

this is my brother, Ydrir. He is going to make 

the journey, but not without me." 

The other looked down in embarrassment. 

"Ydril, your concern for your brother honours 

you. But the runes have made the choice," 

Eathalvaén replied. 

"I withdraw voluntarily," another voice said. 

The young Ranger flinched, as if he had 

feared that someone would utter those words. 

They came from a blond woman whose grey 

eyes spoke of the experience of many years on 

the Path of the Outcast. The rune above her slid 

onto her palm and followed the movement as 

she reached out her open hand to Ydril. 

"Separating twins is a bad omen. I don't want 

my thirst for action to be the reason this mission 

fails." 

Ydril accepted the rune. 

 
9 AreIdainn = Honoured Farseer (formal salutation) 
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Eathalvaén seemed far away for a few 

moments. Then he nodded. 

"So be it. May your restraint not bring about 

what you seek to avoid." 

"Thank you," Ydril said, turning to the 

woman. 

The fifth IstuKarun, who had been crouching 

on the ground, now rose so quickly that the 

floating rune almost caught in his shoulder-

length blond curls. 

"Excellent. Then the fun can begin." 
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Chapter 2 

Quisar 

 

A wide, but not very deep, gorge extended 

beneath the cliff. At the bottom, a small river 

meandered leisurely and laid out its blue 

ribbons, lined with tropical plants: palm trees, 

orchid trees, giant ferns. They alternated with 

patches of reeds and grass, in which glittered 

ponds covered with lotus. Every now and then 

the water accelerated as it jumped over some 

stones, glittering silver. The opposite wall, 

made of shimmering red rock, was just as 

layered and jagged as the one on this side. 

The rocky outcrops overflowed with bushes, 

ferns, and vines. Hanging gardens, created by 

nature. Narrow waterfalls poured into the 

valley in long cascades. Above it, the crowns of 

majestic giant trees rose into the blue sky. Only 

to the west the gorge opened up and revealed 

white sand, where the river flowed into a 

shimmering turquoise bay. A warm wind 

carried the scent of the flowering trees, the 
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sound of the water and the voices of a variety of 

exotic animals and birds up the cliff. 

With an indifferent wave of his hand, Quisar 

loosened his Agoniser from the creature's neck 

at his feet. Humanoid, sort of. At least it had 

two arms and two legs and a single head, albeit 

more like an amphibian. Whatever it was, it 

wasn't good for hunting. Too little 

defensiveness, not fast enough to run away, not 

even for a decorative trophy this ugly thing was 

useful. There was no joy in killing something 

like that. The long staff and the jewellery of 

stones and feathers that the creature wore had 

indicated some kind of tribal leader. So be it. 

His Kabalites had certainly been able to collect 

some specimens. They should be enough for the 

opening act in the arena. Today he himself had 

had little pleasure in hunting, but his animals 

would have it. The disappointment was limited. 

Quisar fastened his whip to the belt of his 

armour, which shimmered like black insect 

shell, and began his descent. Light-footed, he 

jumped from one ledge to the next. The rock 

seemed to do him the favour of forming a kind 
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of natural staircase down into the ravine. Only 

now and then did he have to bend down under 

thick roots sticking out of the wall or bend 

overhanging vegetation to the side. Even the 

jungle made it too easy for him. What did the 

Asuryani10 and the Sieri11 find in these 

effeminate worlds? 

Once at the bottom, he followed the path 

between man-sized ferns, dragon trees and 

spathe lilies back to the landing zone, where his 

troops must already be loading the prey of this 

hunting expedition. Rather casually, he noticed 

a slight movement in the undergrowth, a short 

bobbing of some fern fronds. He paused and 

listened. Nothing could be heard but the sound 

of the jungle of insects, birds, and the wind in 

the leaves. 

Whatever had caused the movement had 

either stopped, perhaps noticed him and was 

now lurking, or it could move so silently that 

even his sensitive, trained ear could no longer 

 
10 Craftworld Aeldari 
11 Exodites 
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perceive it. Characteristics that indicated a 

predator. His curiosity was piqued. Whatever it 

was, it seemed worth pursuing. Maybe there 

was still the opportunity for a satisfying 

hunting experience. Quisar turned away from 

the path and dived under the huge leaves. A 

few moments later he had vanished without a 

trace, as had what he intended to pursue. 

In the thicket, the air became more humid. 

The ground was thick and softly covered with 

fallen leaves. Quisar put one foot in front of the 

other, gliding smoothly between plank-like tree 

trunks, arm-thick aerial roots, and curtains of 

climbing plants without moving a leaf. He 

paused, closed his eyes, and listened. The soft, 

sustained chorus of bird calls and insect 

buzzing surrounded him, melting into a 

monotonous rustle. 

There! A single sound stood out from the 

tune. A faint snarl, barely louder than the 

surroundings, but clearly distinguishable for 

the fine ear of a Drukhari. Quisar smiled 

expectantly, turned toward the sound, and 

continued on his way. 
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Just a few steps away, a huge tree root, 

thickly covered with light green moss, wound 

across the path. He stepped closer and 

examined the smooth, grey-brown bark. Scratch 

marks were carved into the wood. 

“Four claws on the front legs, four on the hind 

legs.”  

Quisar ran over the notches with his long, 

slender fingers. “Narrow, not deep. Toe-walker, 

medium height, reasonably good climber. Cat-like, 

probably.” 

A slight feeling of disappointment spreads. 

An ordinary predator. He had already killed 

hundreds, if not thousands, of them. A simple 

pastime. He was about to turn around to walk 

back down the path when his gaze fell once 

more on the root. Halfway under a piece of 

protruding bark, something was stuck. He 

pulled it out. 

“A feather?” 
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Deep dark blue, round and like a dragon's 

scale. Which four-legged beast had such a 

strange plumage? 

Now his curiosity was aroused again. With 

an elegant leap, he pulled himself up the root 

and paused. Directly below him was a cavity, 

well hidden under broad leaves. Apparently, 

the animal had its lair here. Still, it seemed to 

not have noticed... 

With a shrill scream, the creature leaped 

down on him. It must have been sitting in a tree 

opposite. Quisar dodged and fell backwards 

from the root but rolled elegantly and remained 

crouched with one knee on the ground, ready to 

jump. He looked up. Above him on the root 

crouched the animal, ready to attack. 

It had a bird-like beak and piercing yellow 

eyes. The head and neck were covered with 

dark blue, overlapping scales, barely 

recognizable as feathers. The body resembled 

that of a slender, high-legged cat and was 

covered with a silver-gray shimmering, smooth 
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fur. The creature raised its neck feathers and 

hissed menacingly. 

“No teeth, but claws. The feather scales protect 

the head, neck, and chest. Fast and agile.” 

Quisar smiled contentedly. The hope for a 

challenging encounter seemed to be fulfilled 

after all. Slowly, he straightened up, his eyes 

fixed on the creature, and released the Agoniser 

from his belt. The creature seemed unsure of 

how to judge its counterpart. It repeated its 

threat but did not come any closer. Quisar gave 

a slight whiplash in the animal's direction. With 

a soft crackle, the weapon cut through the air. 

The creature paused, still undecided. 

Then, faster than an ordinary eye could have 

followed, it jumped over the intruder. But 

Quisar's reflexes were those of a Drukhari, fast 

by nature and honed by centuries of training 

and combat. He ducked, his weapon soaring 

into the air. The Agoniser grazed the creature's 

hind legs. It screamed and landed with 

difficulty on the low-hanging branch of a 
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nearby tree, dragging its paralyzed leg behind 

it. 

“It doesn't attack, it doesn't flee. Why?” 

A thought occurred to Quisar. Not taking his 

eyes off the creature, he approached the root of 

the tree walking backwards. The creature 

noticed his movement and let out another 

warning. Was there a hint of desperation in the 

scream this time? Quisar thought he sensed it, 

and it filled him with malicious joy. 

The creature became more and more restless, 

bobbing on the branch, but not daring to jump 

again with its paralyzed leg. One or two more 

steps, and Quisar was back to the root. Once 

again, he fixed his eyes on the animal, as it 

could only scream after him in complete 

helplessness. He turned, climbed the root with 

one leap, and jumped down the other side with 

the next. 

Under the root, he found an excavated 

hollow, padded with dry leaves and palm 

fronds. He began to push the plant material 

aside. Something round and smooth came to 
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sight. As he had suspected. The creature was 

protecting its nest. 

Then the animal was back. Screeching, it 

jumped down from the root, buckled on the 

injured leg, but still whirled around and 

approached, limping. Quisar turned slowly. His 

position was unfavourable, there was not 

enough freedom of movement under the root to 

use the Agoniser effectively. He hooked the 

whip to his belt and slowly reached for his long 

hunting knife. 

“You won't take a leap here,” he said, with 

malicious complacency. “We both know why.” 

The creature bobbed up and down in front of 

him, as if it had understood his words. 

Suddenly, the Drukhari leaped forward, the 

knife in front of him. The animal tried to dodge 

but stumbled with its wounded leg. But 

immediately it was back on its feet and went on 

the attack. Quisar jumped back and swung the 

knife at the animal. While dodging, it stumbled 

again. He repeated the game two or three times, 

then he wanted to let it come down to it. 
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The beast was about to pounce, and Quisar 

threw himself at it. The two collided and landed 

on the thick foliage of the forest floor. The 

creature was on top. It managed to push the 

Drukhari into the ground with it front paws. 

Quisar was half lying on his side. The knife had 

slipped out of his hand and was lying beneath 

him. The full weight of the bird-cat rested on 

his chest. Then the pointed hooked beak thrust 

down toward his head. He raised his left arm 

and intercepted the attack. The shiny black shell 

of his forearm bracer cracked under the bite but 

held firm. 

"You'll have to raise more," he sneered. 

As if it had understood his words, the animal 

began to work on him with its front paws. 

Quisar threw his head to the side so as not to 

leave an unwanted scar on his face. The claws 

scraped over the black lamellae of his 

breastplate. The adrenaline in his blood sends 

him into a state of exhilaration. But he had to 

control himself. He loved the intoxication of 

battle, as he had once done in his childhood, in 

the arena of his mother's cult. But now he was a 
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hunter wrestling with a fierce predator. A 

moment of carelessness could reverse the roles. 

“Well, enough of the gimmickry.” 

With some effort, he pushed his opponent's 

head back. At the same time, he kicked it in the 

hind legs. Immediately, the creature bent to the 

side, dragging Quisar with it, so that he was 

now on top of it. Before it could get up again, 

the Drukhari was on his feet and had the 

Agoniser in his hand. The bluish whip whizzed 

down and wrapped itself around the feathered 

neck. The animal shrieked deafeningly. The 

streams of bioelectric energy made it bend its 

spine almost to the point of breaking, all four 

legs convulsing against the body at unnatural 

angles. 

Quisar released the weapon. The prey was 

immobilized but still screaming. Even with this 

unintelligent creature, Quisar could feel the 

pain and despair in the sounds. The feeling was 

nothing short of exhilarating. In a way, these 

savage creatures had a much purer, more 

primal essence than any sapient being. Only a 
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true descendant of Kurnous'12 could appreciate 

this. He wanted to savour it for as long as 

possible. 

He watched the animal for some time to 

make sure that his Agoniser had successfully 

overloaded its nervous system. Then he took a 

few steps, picked up his knife without haste, 

and returned to his prey. By now, the creature 

only let out a whimpering snarl. 

He knelt down. Undisturbed by the frozen 

paws, he applied the knife, made a cut along 

the inside of the right front leg, and carefully 

peeled off the skin. The animal screamed at the 

top of its lungs every time he repeated the 

procedure on the other three limbs and tail. It 

was only after the cut, with which he began to 

loosen the fur along the torso, that it fell silent. 

The feathered head fell lifeless to the side. 

With a slight disappointment, Quisar stood 

up and looked at the half-skinned carcass. Now 

it annoyed him that he hadn't let Sirqa give him 

 
12 Hunting god of the Aeldari 
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a stimulant. Maybe the animal would have 

lasted a little longer. 

The eerie silence was abruptly interrupted by 

a loud screech. Quisar turned. It wasn't one 

voice, it was several. The next moment, four 

more of the bird-cats burst out of the 

undergrowth, one much larger than the dead 

animal, with flaming red neck feathers and jet-

black fur, the others a little smaller, each with 

feathers and fur of a different colour. 

“Pack hunters, then. Interesting.” 

He walked slowly backwards until his back 

hit the root and he couldn't go any further. The 

animals did not hesitate and immediately 

charged at the intruder. 

Almost silently, a hailstorm of crystal splinter 

shells rained down on the attackers. While still 

jumping, they dug into the black fur of the 

largest animal and let it fall to the ground with 

a dull thud. The other three were hit in the 

middle of the run, stumbling, tripping over 

each other and lying motionless. When the 

shelling subsided, Quisar approached the 
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bodies and poked his foot into the side of the 

black-and-red. It didn't budge anymore. The 

poison of the crystal projectiles, hundreds of 

which had pierced all the organs of the animals, 

had worked almost instantaneously. 

Ten of his Trueborns emerged from the 

thicket, elite warriors of the Kabal, each dressed 

in the same, if less ostentatious, gleaming black 

armour and armed with a gold-studded splinter 

rifle. The Sybarite handed Quisar his blue-violet 

silk cape. 

As he put on the garment, a slender, tall 

woman made her way through the 

undergrowth, vigorously pushing the leaves 

aside. Her hair, as platinum blond as Quisar's, 

hung down to the floor in a long braid, held in 

place by a multi-limbed, ornately crafted gold 

clasp in the shape of a snake's head. She had 

some trouble not getting caught with it in the 

low-hanging branches. Yet her steps were 

elegant, almost floating, surrounded by a skirt 

of the same colour as Quisar's cape. 
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As she stood in front of him, Quisar felt as if 

he were looking into a mirror that showed him 

his own face as a female image: finely carved, 

high cheekbones, ivory-pale, dark purple eyes. 

She glanced past him for a moment and 

smiled coolly. 

“You had your pleasure, I see.” 

With long fingers, she plucked leaves from 

his hair. His bun of hair had partially dissolved. 

“Unfortunately, I did not have the means to 

extend it,” he said. 

She turned to him as she walked toward the 

dead animals. 

“You didn't want anything.” 

She crouched down and examined the 

bloody, half-skinned carcass, plucked out one of 

the feather scales and filled samples of the 

escaping body fluids into glass tubes. 

“How unfortunate. I would have been 

interested to see how my creations work on 

such creatures.” 
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“I hope you can overlook the contempt for 

your arts, dearest sister,” said Quisar. 

Noting the sarcasm in his voice, she 

answered, “Forbearance is not in my nature.” 

“Neither in mine.” 

He followed her to the half-skinned 

specimen, picked up the knife again, and 

finished the work. At a sign the Sybarite came 

up and took the peeled skin. Then he plunged 

the blade into the carcass and opened the torso. 

“That's a female,” he said. 

“What did you even want with it?” asked 

Sirqa, as she used her own delicate scalpel to 

cut pieces out of the organs and put them in 

more tubes. “They're not particularly 

spectacular trophies. Unfortunately, the black 

coat is ruined. Mother would have liked it, 

especially with the red feathers.” 

“The silver one goes well with dark purple. 

And we should at least stand on ceremony and 

bring to our father a piece of each for his coat. 

But look here." 
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He slid into the cave beneath the root and 

uncovered what he had discovered. Six large, 

brightly mottled eggs emerged from under the 

foliage. 

"They know how to defend themselves, 

especially as a pack. It was as if Kurnous' 

hunting birds and dogs had united in a single 

creature of great ferocity and speed. The fitting 

companions for the heir of DorchaKerun." 

"The designated heir, as long as we make 

sure it stays that way." Her gaze fell on the deep 

fissures in his armor. "And as long as you don't 

risk your flawless skin for a few new pets." 

A brief burst of anger boiled up in Quisar. 

But in the end, Sirqa was the only living being 

who could talk to him like that and hope to be 

still alive afterwards. He handed her one of the 

eggs. She ran her fingers over the smooth 

surface, drawing intricate lines in the mother's 

blood that clung to it from Quisar's hands. 

“And who will take care of them?” she asked. 

“I have got someone in mind,” he answered. 
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